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Policies and developments of Taiwanese studying abroad in the 
initial phase after WWII(1945-1954) 
ABSTRACT 
This paper explores the overseas study policies and its organized 
development of Taiwan from 1945 to 1954, the early period after WWII. 
By sorting out the relevant materials, the thesis shows the overseas study   
policies, developments and characteristics of Taiwan during the historical 
vicissitude period. Meantime, through the study of the overseas education 
policies and measures adopted by KMT authority, the paper looks into the   
relationship between overseas study and social politics of Taiwan during 
the turbulent time, i.e. it probes into the question of how the two sides 
influenced each other. Finally, by observing and analyzing the 
developments of Taiwan overseas study in this period, we get a further 
understanding of the society shortly after the war, the historical traits 
during this period and the history of Taiwanese and KMT authorities.  
In short, even during the social vicissitude and turbulent period, the 
KMT authority also showed its attitude of attaching great importance to 
the Taiwan overseas study and its development, just as it did when it was 
in reign on the Chinese mainland. To the talented students studying 















attitude of “for my own use”. At the same time, through the analysis of 
the KMT authority’s basic attitude and principles of treatment to the 
overseas study, the thesis discloses that Taiwan overseas study, which 
reflected the developmental level and directions of Taiwan society, 
politics and economy, was influenced by the ideology of the KMT 
authority on the one hand and on the other hand, the overseas study also 
had a great effect on Taiwan society, especially studying in the US, which 
was the mainstream at that time, having a far-reaching influence on 
Taiwan’s political culture.   
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内中只是简单地注明自 1950 年到 1983 年的留学人数和返台湾人数。 
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